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ABSTRACT
Conservation is one of the main process of the historic building and important 
knowledge.With respect to cultural heritage, conservation or art conservation focuses 
on protection and care of tangible and intangible of the building. Maintenance of the 
building is part of adding historic building life span. By adding know the flow process it 
can be well maintain as well for the future. Refer to the guidelines provide by the 
Jabatan Warisan Negara (JWN) support by local authority and other authority all the 
problem can be solve. This research are on historic building at malacca specific on 
certain building nominated by UNESCO as the heritage city in the world. 8 questionaire 
have been distributed to the 8 professional person with great experience they can share 
on conservation works and maintenance. The result on chapter four and chapter five 
analyzed as the conclusion of this research.
The maintenance of conserved historic buildings in Malacca
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
1.1 STUDY BACKGROUND
Malacca has many historical building and cultural significance that are 
worthy of preservation. In some settlement uncontrooled development have 
resulted in the building of new buildings or facades sandwiched in between old 
building. Currently only two historic cities namely Malacca and Penang are 
inscribed as UNESCO World heritages sites in Malaysia. This conservation is to 
ensure the new development constantly preserve the old artifact of the heritage 
city.
Conservation has been regarded as a tool to safeguard of the historic 
buildings. Thus, conservation of historic buildings includes maintenance and 
may according to circumtances include preservation, restoration, reconstruction 
and adaptation or a combination of these approaches. Building maintenance is 
the key factor for the building conservation approach. By considering building 
maintenance as one of the important factors in building conservation, (Mohd 
Khairuddin, 2002) stressed that sound and a good understanding on a good 
conservation approach is important in determining and achieving continuous 
effectiveness in building protection.
The biggest threat to the building is the new coming development that lack of 
enforcement of conserving old building. By know the place have been located 
as a heritage city goverment or the local authority have to make sure that when 
owner of the buidling follow the requirement prepared by council for preservation 
or conservation. Conservation are one of the process which is for the buidling 
life span.
According to the Department of Museums and Antiquities (2001), the main 
problems occuring in old building conservation are related to their maintenance 
management aspect. Most of the common problem are building dilapidation and 
ignorance, illegal renovation renovation and not complying with the legal 
requirement either by the owner or user of the buildings in order to apply the
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